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1. Abstract

Bozkurt Token; It is a BEP-20 token built on Binance Smart Chain (BSC). The origin of its name comes from Bozkurt, the main character of the Bozkurt Epic. In addition to being a mythology-based token, it is also a token that can be used in its own ecosystem. Bozkurt Token ecosystem is built on 3 main applications. To summarize these applications briefly, BozziSwap; a decentralized finance platform, is PackFund; a decentralized community funding platform, and PACK Crypto Wallet; which will be produced as a wallet application. The total supply of Bozkurt Token is 128,000,000,000. Bozkurt Token Team has waived its rights on the contract with the "Renounced Ownership" function valid in the contract. The fact that no play can be made on the contract and on the supply is also extremely important in terms of ensuring the security of the supply. Bozkurt Token pricing strategy is based on fairness and sharing potential wealth. In this way, the Bozkurt Token project has proven to the community members that it is a real community-supported project. In addition, with the demand arising from the Bozkurt Token ecosystem, it aims to both provide volume and eliminate the ponzi scheme found in harmful projects. The most important element for Bozkurt Token is the community itself, because the community will both earn with Bozkurt Token and be a potential user of the applications belonging to the ecosystem. In order for the community to be of high quality and the number of wallets and followers to be realistic, practices such as bot accounts and fake airdrop wallets were not used during the community development process.
The number of followers and wallets that the community wants to reach at the end of the airdrop has been determined as 5,000 and 10 billion BT resources have been allocated for this. In addition, no cooperation has been made with airdrop accounts in order to prevent price drops that may occur during listing during the airdrop process. Bozkurt Token is a project in which the team and the community enter the market, and the main goal is to ensure that all projects of the ecosystem are operational by 2022. Half of the Dish Token and Asena Token offerings, which are planned to be created from 2023, will be distributed directly to Bozkurt Token holders. In this way, Bozkurt Token price will show durability and strength against innovations and developments in the crypto sector. Bozkurt Token was created by the 209 Team.

Bozkurt Token Contract Address

0x0e5366c4b3eb849a711932c027fb0d2d2d834846

Our logo was updated on 18.08.2021.
2. Bozkurt Token

Bozkurt Token is a BEP-20 token built on Binance Smart Chain (BSC). The reason why Binance Smart Chain is built on top of the mainnet is that the network’s speed, security, and prevalence functions are at an optimum level. On the other hand, some of the biggest advantages of BSC are that transfer fees are more affordable in BSC than other mainnets, Proof of Stake (PoS), advanced technology of virtual machine, cross-chain mechanism and block time takes about 3 seconds. The BEP-20 standard is both derived and fully compliant from the ERC-20 standard, and the code of functions that define the BEP-20 standard are modifications of the ERC-20 standard. These changes were made and aimed at optimizing its speed and cost of processing as well as improving the protocol. In fact, BEP-20 was designed as this specification for Binance Smart Chain to provide a flexible format where many developers can launch different tokens.

2.1. Bozkurt

Bozkurt is the national symbol of the Turks. It has been considered sacred by the Turks since prehistoric times. The most important reason why the Bozkurt is considered sacred and is the national symbol of the Turks is that the Turks believe that they are descended from a gray wolf a.k.a. “Bozkurt”.

“Bozkurt” represents warriorism and the spirit of war, freedom, speed, nature. When something happens to the Turkish nation, when a threat arises, it emerges and guides. The Spirit (God) of War takes the form of a wolf.
3. Ecosystem

Bozkurt Token Ecosystem includes 3 projects. The main purpose of these projects is to create demand for Bozkurt Token, both to increase its volume and to eliminate the sales pressure brought by the supply. With this ecosystem, Bozkurt Token will not need the market movements of malicious people for value increase or volume. Our expectation from the ecosystem is that it will provide a stable growth and make Bozkurt Token more valuable at the same rate.

3.1. BozziSwap

BozziSwap is an unlimited De-Fi solution project. This platform, which will basically function as a decentralized exchange, will also provide staking for Bozkurt Token. The staking of 20 billion IT, which we stated at the beginning of our project, will take place on this platform. Apart from all these standard decentralized exchange functions, it will also be used as an option for the creation of liquidity and token locking contracts. Over time and with the continuation of our work, this platform will be equipped with various additional features and will become a complete decentralized finance platform.

Warning!
BozziSwap website address is bozziswap.com

BozziSwap will be available in 2021–Q4.
3.2. PackFund

Today, there are fundraising organizations that serve in many countries and under different conditions. These organizations are mostly run by central foundations or individuals with certain permissions. On the other hand, there are socio-economic differences in the world, in countries and even in neighborhoods of the same cities. Of course, we do not have a project big enough to eliminate these differences. But if it’s about helping someone realize their dream, find funds for their project or cure their illness, we can fit everyone on the same platform. Thus, countries and cities cannot be an obstacle for people to collect donations. With PackFund, "it’s now possible", with donations going directly to the fundraiser’s wallet.

In addition to the payment, Bozkurt Token wallets of globally accepted foundations will be fixed on the PackFund site with an unlimited donation quota. The only currency that those who want to collect donations with PackFund will pay will be Bozkurt Token.

In addition, the fact that widely used fundraising sites accept donations from 3rd world countries but do not accept fundraiser from these countries has been another factor that pushed us to this project. Crypto will also eliminate central governments in the donation sector and the so-called charities that are regulated under the influence of these administrations.
3.3. PACK Crypto Wallet App

With our wallet app PACK, our users will not need another wallet for crypto payments in their daily lives. Since this wallet application will use BSC as the main network, they will be able to make faster, cheaper and more secure transactions.

PACK’s capabilities are not limited to this, but PACK will also include a smart contract and token generation interface. Thus, it will be a demanded application in the world that will be integrated with smart contracts.

Special services [excluding transfer fees] to be added to the PACK wallet will become one of the most important parts of our ecosystem, as it will create a natural demand for Bozkurt Token.

The PACK wallet will be implemented in the 3rd quarter of 2022, so it is the last project of the ecosystem.
3.4. The Future of the BT Ecosystem

Bozkurt Token is a token on which applications and additional projects can be carried out both by the 209 team and by the community. Since it is built as a service token, there are no services that it will serve or that it cannot be used as a means of payment. Even if its ecosystem remains stable, the value of the ecosystems created by the other tokens to be produced by the 209 team and the fact that half of the total supply of these tokens will be given to Bozkurt Token holders will indirectly contribute to the ecosystem.

In addition to additional projects, improvements and developments to be made in existing projects will make great contributions to BT in the future.

Bozkurt Token Ecosystem, which we started as our introductory project, and Bozkurt Token, the only currency of this ecosystem, will make a name for itself in the future as it is now.

In addition to the universality of the crypto world, Bozkurt Token will remain as the representative of the Turkic peoples in this sector, whose total population exceeds 300 million.
4. Supply

Team 209 that created Bozkurt Token has waived its rights on the Bozkurt Token contract. With the "Renounced Ownership" function in the contract, the ownership of the contract has been transferred to the wallet "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000". Therefore, no manipulation can be made on the supply and any function in the contract cannot be used by the team.

4.1. Total Supply

The total supply of Bozkurt Token is 128,000,000,000. There is no burning process in the current plans of the team. Total supply is planned to remain at this amount. The reason for choosing this amount of supply is to keep the unit price at reasonable levels. In addition, plans are made for future projects according to this supply.

4.2. Distribution of Supply

- 10 billion BT airdrops, events, sweepstakes, etc. reserved for our community development efforts. [7.8%]

- 14 billion BT will be awarded as a reward to the first exchange to list us. According to CoinMarketCap data, this exchange should be in the top 10 exchanges in terms of volume on the date of listing. [10.9%]
• In BozziSwap, our 20 billion BT decentralized exchange project, BT will be distributed to staking users. BozziSwap is also designed to increase the demand for BT. (15.6%)

• 20 billion BT is allocated as team share. (15.6%)

• Private Sale 32 billion BT,

• Public Sale 16 billion BT,

• PancakeSwap 16 billion BT.
4.3. Supply–Demand Balance Strategy

Only half of the current supply of Bozkurt Token is reserved for sale. The remaining part, including the team share, is used only to make the Bozkurt Token more valuable.

20 billion BT is reserved for staking. This amount will be used to reduce the sales pressure on Bozkurt Token.

10 billion BT, half of the team share, is fully reserved for future financing of the project. This provides autonomy to the project.

10 billion is dedicated to developing the BT community, which has allowed the community to reach its current size and will help it grow even more. Thus, it will increase the awareness of Bozkurt Token.

14 billion BT is reserved as Exchange Rewards. As of the day it is listed, it will be awarded as a reward to the exchange that is among the top 10 exchanges in terms of volume according to CMC data.
5. Pricing Strategy

Bozkurt Token pricing strategy is based on the following principle; If we open the price of the supply at the lowest possible point, the price movements will constantly go up.

While making this calculation, the market value that will occur in the market is taken as a basis.

- **5.1 (Private Sale)** 0,000001$–32.000$

*Private sale completed.*

32 billion Bozkurt Tokens were sold and 25% of the total supply was distributed to those participating in the private sale.

- **5.2 (Public Sale)** 0,00001$–160.000$

The public sale will take place on the exchange and will then be listed on PancakeSwap and on the exchange where the sale will take place.
6. Community

Bozkurt Token Community was formed spontaneously without using any promotions or sponsors and continues to grow day by day. Unlike other projects, no members were sought for by cheap means such as fake or paid news or paid advertisements.

Considering the current statistics, more than 300 of our members have started to use crypto wallets through us.

6.1. Community Quality

As the project team, we have a feature that we value above the awareness of our ecosystem, competence or money; Bozkurt Token Community. Among ourselves, we call it PoC, that is, Proof of Community. Our community showed great dedication during both the airdrop period and the private sale period. The biggest feature that distinguishes Bozkurt Token from other projects is its community.

Because each community member is considered a team member and "Mind over mind." Since we value their ideas, they are with us in everything from content creation to promotional ideas. We have only one goal and that is to make our token more valuable and more known.
The project has been launched.

Airdrops - 10 Billion

Private Sale - 32 Billion

Public Sale - 16 Billion

Exchange Listings

BozziSwap & PackFund